One People's Public Trust (OPPT)

DULY VERIFIED as ISSUED, with due standing, authority and authorization, December 25, 2012, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, given, and noticed, with unlimited personal liability, sworn under the penalties of perjury in accordance with lawful Universal Contract, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, preserved and protected under perpetuity 2000043135, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305; Duly witnessed, secured, entered and noticed; Without prejudice as promised, preserved, and protected, public policy, UCC 1-308, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA:
One People's Public Trust

- The “One People's Public Trust” (OPPT) has created and filed legal documents based on
  - The Law of One
  - Universal Law
  - UCC law
- It states, in effect, each man/woman is a manifestation of the Creator Source, and as such is a Creator, and is NOT subordinate to any artificial principality or corporate fiction.
In the Beginning...

There was “We the People”. Some of the People, (known as “They”) formed governments, as well as an economic system. Initially, the government and the financial system was designed to benefit All the People, equally, through the People's Public Trust.
IN CONGRESS, July 4, 1776.

The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united states of America,

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. -- That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, --That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security...
Control is an Illusion...

“They” created systems of hierarchies, one form of "archy", "ism" and "ocracy" after another. “They” knew that to keep up this synthetic entropic reality of scarcity, they must always polarize the humans who still had energetic ties to Creator Source within their hearts.

For if the People awakened,...
...the illusion would fall.
Divide and Control...

“They” divided humanity with religions, ideologies and political factions to keep The People in their seats within the system and so busy “just surviving”. The People never had time to simply BE.

The spiritual traditions were twisted, the judges corrupted, and the educational systems were all designed to teach people, this was the natural order of things.
No Time to Simply BE...

No time to ponder,
No time for contemplation,
No time for joy,
just a brutal, daily struggle for basic survival, while the minions of power wallowed in luxury and comfort.

One People’s Public Trust belongs to All the People on the Earth Equally
Rev. 3.5
Full Abundance from Source...

For if The People had time to contemplate the structure of the universe they lived in, they would notice the stars defy entropy and only grow more complex. Nature itself defied entropy, producing much bounty from the soil and sunshine compared to the effort of planting it. The full abundance of the Creator Source is intended for All of humanity.

I AM

“Emancipate yourselves from mental slavery. None but ourselves can free our minds.”

Bob Marley
“They” Formed a Conspiracy...

“They” colluded against the People, and changed the “fair and equitable system” into a “competitive economic casino system”, pitting one innocent human against another.

The game was rigged...
...and the house always won.
“They” rewarded handsomely those who facilitated the economic system. “They” needed human minions in government and finance, and “They” quickly empowered the most sociopathic and compassionless among the People, to rule as “puppets” for them.
Some of The People...

Realizing the system was broken, some of The People executed their right to duly consider, investigate and determine with prudence whether abuses, usurpation, and other sufferage have occurred, the destruction of the security of The People, reducing The People under absolute despotism.
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It was Beyond Repair...

What The People accomplished was the reverse engineering of the Financial System, including its endemic corruption. The People discovered that it was beyond repair. But what to do?
Minions Controlled from Above...

The minions still controlled the judges, the police, the banks, the media, and the Consciousness of an Unawakened Humanity.
Everything's a Corporation...

All IRS codes are registered in the UCC. All US Codes are registered in the UCC. All international equivalents are registered in the international equivalent of the UCC. It’s all there, registered and documented.

The US was a Corporation until the OPPT canceled it and left what always was, the united states of America Trust. This means the very concept of self-determination by the citizens of ANY country, was and is a complete fraud.
Extortion and Corruption...

These “impostors” posed as being “superior” to other equal manifestations of Creator Source. “They” derived their substance from the abuse, ridicule, murder, theft, and extortion of other Creator Source Manifestations.
Actually Slavery Systems...

“OPPT” successfully filed and executed legal proceedings foreclosing on said Governments, banking institutions, its supporting infrastructure and all of the collaborators through the UCC.

A key part of the approach, was "The Powers That Were" could not and will not rebutt, is that, the slavery systems were “private corporations”, operating unlawfully under the guise of The Peoples' governments.
Creator's Value Asset Centers

The People initially created “Placeholders” called CVACs, which may act as interim governments for all peoples' nations. However, it became apparent that the Puppets running the current slavery systems are not going to honor the people's request to set us free. Therefore, All BE'ings, All 7 Billion plus are now Creator Value Asset Centers. Changes are forthcoming...

Are you ready to Self-Govern...

It is our choice.
Beginning of Self-Governance...

The One People’s Public Trust (OPPT) is the New Paradigm of self-governance. Everyone of us, equally, have to make a decision to “OPPT In” or “OPPT Out”.

“OPPT In” to the new paradigm of living free. Free to BE who you are and to allow others to BE who they are. Free to live any life style you choose. Free to travel without licensing and registration requirements. Free to live in your house without fear of the bank foreclosing. Free to DO the work you DO because you have a passion and enjoy DO’ing it. “OPPT In” to living once again in harmony with all your neighbors in your community. Free to live with all People on the Earth, peaceably, as One with Source and One with Each Other. Free to travel to other countries without restrictions, passports, and no fear of sexual assaults in the airports. Free to live as a co-creator with others, being totally transparent, honest and fully responsible and accountable for your creations! Free to live without worrying about utilities, food, transportation, quality health care and your basic living needs. Free from the Old Paradigm Slavery System forever…

OPPT In – It's Your OPPT'ion

http://angellucci.wordpress.com/2013/02/01/people-all-over-the-earth-are-deciding-to-oppt-in-its-your-opption/
Declaration and Order...

Once fully executed by lawful military and law enforcement, “OPPT” will bring substantial prosperity to humanity, but its much bigger than that. It's the Legal and Lawful basis for the complete, permanent removal of the “slavery systems” the controllers instituted through the UCC.

One People’s Public Trust belongs to All the People on the Earth Equally

Rev. 3.5
We Are All One with Source...

The One People's Public Trust is truly the PEOPLE's, as in Every Single People On This Planet's Trust. There is no head, there is no spokesman/ woman/ person/ alien/ or fish. There is Every One!

We are One with the Creator
We are One with Each Other

Love One Another...
Duly FORECLOSED...

This sort's actions and systems, whether under the deceptive guise of “government”, “office”, “treaty”, “act”, “constitution”, or “entity”, inclusive of the private systems formerly known as, “NATION”, “UNITED NATIONS”, and its special agencies of “IMF”, “THE HAGUE”, “WORLD BANK”, and “BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS”...

from each family of this sort of “magician”, from land to land, sea to sea, to “The Holy Sea”, all have been lawfully, legally and duly verified as REGISTERED in COMMERCE as duly FORECLOSED...

duly verified DEBTORS to the people, all the people equally on earth, on October 24, 2012, as a matter of law, matter of fact, and as a matter of public policy... unrebuttable and unrebutted.

The One People’s Public Trust
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

www.peoplestrust1776.org
December 25, 2012
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Duly Registered as Bankrupt...

Over many moments of present, the lawful and legal standing, authority, value, rights, and principle of law aligned with common law of the people, all the people equally, have been lawfully, legally and duly REGISTERED in COMMERCE as it was created by Prime, by Zero Point, by creation, as a matter of record, unrebuttable and unrebutted.

This sort, DEBTORS, are duly verified and REGISTERED as bankrupt.

The states of body of the people, all the people equally, and the wealth domicil therein, have been duly “unhidden” from where it has always resided... where this sort of magician has always focused and committed its attention... on management of the people.

The One People's Public Trust
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

www.peoplestrust1776.org
December 25, 2012

One People’s Public Trust belongs to All the People on the Earth Equally
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Paradigm Report...

A report of the corruption of the worldwide banking system and all governments, the investigation into the corruption, the foreclosure on the banking system by the collateral holders, and the freeing of humanity from the debt-slave system of private banking.

Educate Yourself
Read it...

Click Graphic to open the report →

PARADIGM
ULTIMATE FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS

1. THE PRIVAT-MONEY-FOR-PUBLIC-USE BANKING SYSTEM, THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK, IS A THREAT TO:
   A) ALL HUMANITY AND ITS INALIENABLE RIGHT AND LIBERTY
   B) STATE AND NATIONAL AMERICAN SECURITY
   C) INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
   D) GLOBAL SECURITY
   E) THE SECURITY OF THE HEAD OF THE PRINCIPALS TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE
   F) COMMERCE: STATE; NATIONAL; INTERNATIONAL; GLOBAL
   G) JUSTICE

2. THE PRIVATE-MONEY-FOR-PUBLIC-USE BANKING SYSTEM IS THE CONSTANT FORUM, DENOMINATOR, AND PRIME OF ALL CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, SOVEREIGNS, CONTRACT,
1. THE PRIVATE-MONEY-FOR-PUBLIC-USE BANKING SYSTEM, THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK, IS A THREAT TO:
   A) ALL HUMANITY AND ITS INALIENABLE RIGHT AND LIBERTY
   B) STATE AND NATIONAL AMERICAN SECURITY
   C) INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
   D) GLOBAL SECURITY
   E) THE SECURITY OF THE HEAD OF THE PRINCIPALS TO THE FEDERAL RESERVE
   F) COMMERCE: STATE; NATIONAL; INTERNATIONAL; GLOBAL
   G) JUSTICE

2. THE PRIVATE-MONEY-FOR-PUBLIC-USE BANKING SYSTEM IS THE CONSTANT FORUM, DENOMINATOR, AND PRIME OF ALL CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, SOVEREIGNS, CONTRACT, AND COMMERCE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO BREACH OF PEACE, TRESPASS, AND INVOLUNTARY SERVITUDE, THROUGH ILLEGAL FRAUD, COERCION, FORCE, THEFT AND DECEPTIVE PRACTICES AND ACTS

3. THE FEDERAL RESERVE BANK, AND ITS PRINCIPALS, ARE THE ABSOLUTE AND FINAL PARTY LIABLE AS ISSUER OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE NOTES
Paradigm Report...

4. **THE ONLY SOLUTION TO THE THREATS, AND TO MITIGATE LIABILITIES GLOBALLY, IS TO CHANGE THE UNITED STATES BANKING SYSTEM TO THE TRIED AND TRUE PUBLIC-MONEY-FOR-PRIVATE-USE BANKING SYSTEM, USING STATE CENTRAL BANKS AND A NATIONAL CENTRAL BANK**

5. **THE AMERICAN PUBLIC BANKING SYSTEM, GOVERNMENT, ESPECIALLY THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM MUST BE 100% TRANSPARENT, ACCOUNTABLE, AND LIABLE**

6. **THE PRIVATE BANKING SYSTEM'S AGENTS HAVE HELD THE HIGHEST OFFICES OF THE AMERICAN GOVERNMENT STEADILY SINCE WOODROW WILSON AND THEY HAVE ESTABLISHED AN EXTERNAL SUPPORT SYSTEM THROUGH CONGRESS, LOBBYS, AND MULTI-NATIONAL CORPORATIONS;**

7. **THROUGH CAREFUL SELECTION AND PLACEMENT OF THE PRIVATE BANK SYSTEM'S AGENTS, THE GOVERNMENT OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA IS AND HAS BEEN SERVING THE PRIVATE BANKING SYSTEM TO THE DETRIMENT AND HARM the people of America and the people of the world;** **THE PRIVATE BANKING SYSTEM HAS ILLEGALLY FORCED PRINCIPLES ON A GLOBAL SCALE**
Paradigm Report...

8. THE public trustees of The United States Public Trust, AND The Public Trusts of the states of America, HAVE THE ONLY CLEAN, PURE AND SENIOR POSITION IN AMERICA, LEGALLY AND FACTUALLY, TO ORDER THE NEW BANKING SYSTEM AND ORDER their GOVERNMENT TO CLEAN ITSELF UP

9. THE CURRENT GOVERNMENT OF UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, ITS OFFICES, AGENCIES AND THEIR OFFICERS, AGENTS, ASSIGNS AND SUCCESSORS, CAN ONLY RESTORE THEIR NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CREDIBILITY THROUGH ITS principal...the public trustees of The United States Public Trust, AND The Public Trusts of the states of America

10. THE public trustees MUST BE GIVEN THE DUE RECOGNITION AND SUPPORT FROM its GOVERNMENT, WORLD GOVERNMENTS AND SOVEREIGNS

11. THE public trustees MUST BE GIVEN THE DUE RECOGNITION BY THE CUSTODIANS OF THE PUBLIC WEALTH IN ORDER TO RESTORE BALANCE AND HUMANITY IN THE WORLD

12. A CLEAN AND TRANSPARENT AGREEMENT MUST BE ESTABLISHED BETWEEN the public trustees AND THE WORLD’S OLD PARADIGM BENEFICIARIES TO BEGIN FINAL SETTLEMENTS TO CLEAN ALL ASSETS ILLEGALLY TAKEN TO THE SUFFERAGE OF ALL HUMANS

13. EVERY NATION AND GOVERNMENT, EACH LIVE PERSON IN EVERY STATION, OFFICE, AND SEAT, SHALL DETERMINE FOR THEMSELVES WHETHER THEY ARE: 1.) A HOSTAGE TO THE OLD PARADIGM, CHOOSING TO FREE ITSELF FROM THE ACTS AND CHOICES OF THEIR PREDECESSORS; or 2.) A COMPLICIT PARTICIPANT WITH THE OLD PARADIGM, AND ENSLAYER OF the people; EACH SHALL IDENTIFY THEMSELVES FOR FREEDOM OR TO BE MADE AN EXAMPLE OF THROUGH ENFORCEMENT
Paradigm Report...

PARADIGM—ASSESSMENT

public trustees

THE public trustees HAVE PRODUCED AND PROVIDED their REPORT. INVESTIGATION LEAD HAS VETTED THE trustees REPORT. THE INVESTIGATION LEAD SUGGESTED, AND IT WAS AGREED, THAT ALL ORGANIC PLANS OF STRUCTURE, IMPLEMENTATION, AND ENFORCEMENT OF THE PUBLIC BANKING SYSTEM BE DELIVERED IN PERSON. THE INVESTIGATION LEAD HAS CHOSEN AND ACCEPTED THE POSITION AS public trustee liaison TO ORGANIZE MEETINGS FOR FINAL DETERMINATION OF STRUCTURE, AUTHORIZATIONS, AND ORDERS FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PUBLIC BANKING SYSTEM AND CLEAN GOVERNMENT.

THE public trustees ARE EXTREMELY COMPETENT;

Trustees’ INTENT IS BEYOND REPROACH AND PROVEN BY ACTION AND WORDS TO BE FOR THE BENEFIT OF humankind AND the earth AND NOT JUST TO THE LIMITS OF THE AMERICAN SOIL AND Americans;

Trustees’ POSITION AS public trustees IS WELL DEFINED, UNDERSTOOD, ACCEPTED, ACTIVE AND UNPENATRABLE; THE CHANGES ARE HAPPENING REGARDLESS OF EFFORTS OF THE AGENTS AND SUPPORTORS OF THE OLD AND HARMFUL PARADIGM

Trustees ARE JUST, SUPPORTED BY their AWARENESS THAT they ARE NEUTRAL AS TO JUDGMENT OF people; JUDGEMENT AND FORGIVENESS ARE INHERENT IN EACH person AS IS THE human will;
Trustees ARE READY, WILLING AND ABLE TO SUPPORT EACH person IN their PROCESS OF SELF-JUDGMENT AND SELF-REDEMPTION AS IT IS PRESENTED;

Trustees RECOGNIZE THAT OFFICES AND AGENCIES OF AMERICA ARE EXTREMELY TRAINED AND CAPABLE OF DOING THEIR JOBS IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE CONSTITUTION AND ARTICLES IN ESTABLISHING THE NEW PARDADIGM, DRIVEN BY PUBLIC-MONEY-FOR-FOR-PRIVATE-USE BANKING SYSTEM, STATE AND NATIONAL, AND CLEANING THE GOVERNMENT AND JUDICIAL SYSTEMS;

THIS IS CRITICAL TO UNITED STATES OF AMERICA RE-ESTABLISHING ITS CREDIBILITY WITHIN AND WITH THE WORLD;

THIS IS CRITICAL FOR THE WORLD TO TAKE THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE FREE FROM THE SELF-SERVING, PROFITEERING OF THE PRIVATE BANKING SYSTEM AND THE ABUSE, CRIMES, AND SLAVERY THAT HAS BEEN A PART OF WORLD HISTORY FOR NEARLY THE LAST 100 YEARS;

THE trustees ARE DIVERSE IN their BACKGROUNDS, SKILLS, AND TALENTS, BUT they ARE THE SAME IN their POSITION AS origin source, INTEGRITY, PURITY, AND COMMITMENT; WITH THE POSSIBLE
EXCEPTION OF ONE, ALL trustees ARE “sensitives”, “batteries”.

THERE IS ONLY ONE CURRENT public trustee WHOSE STAMINA THE INVESTIGATION LEAD HAS NOT BEEN ABLE TO DETERMINE: Tucker-Rey.


Trustees’ VIEW AND APPROACH ARE COMPETENT, NEUTRAL, GRACEFUL AND ELEGANT

INVESTIGATION LEAD HAS HAD THE FIRST HAND OPPORTUNITY TO WATCH, OBSERVE, TEST AND VET THE MAJORITY OF THE trustees AT THE HIGHEST AND MOST INDEPTH LEVELS.

INVESTIGATION LEAD GIVES FULL APPROVAL, ENDORSEMENT AND RECOGNITION TO THE public trustees AND their ACTIONS.

Click Link to Open the Report → http://oppt-in.com/paradigm-report/
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OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
UILO Doc. UCC No.'s
2012127914/2012128324/2012128325

*FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*

Guarding, preserving, protecting and implementing
the opportunity for Truth to BE by the knowledge from within

WITH DUE STANDING, AUTHORITY, and AUTHORIZATION, without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308, The
Public Trust, through its duly bonded Trustees of record, UCC 1- 201(31) and (33), knowingly, willingly, and intentionally
duly issues this OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT of DISCLOSURE regarding “POINT ZERO” pursuant to mandate, this
December 25th, in the year of our creator, Two Thousand and Twelve as the creator lives, the following is true and correct and
we are competent to say so:

Yes. The The Commercial Registry. The Uniform Commercial Code. Commerce. Whether “Domestic” and
“International”...matters not. Over many moments of present, it was quietly and covertly made the supreme law of all lands on
earth, the secretly prized pinnacle of human capital and natural wealth registration and management of what have been
formerly referred to as the “powers that be.” With feverish focus and commitment, it has been made uniform right before your
very eyes...albeit, “eyes wide shut” for the most part. What is not widely known, is that this “supreme law” has been duly
REGISTERED in COMMERCE and duly gifted to the people equally and jointly as their full indefeasible title, ownership, and
rights as SECURED PARTY, a matter of record, unrebuttable and unrebutted.

Trustees
Caleb Paul Skinner
Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf
Hollis Randall Hillner

*FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*
In line with the most skilled magicians known and unknown, the existence of another sort of “magician” began to emerge. A sort with the unrivaled charisma, acting skills, and “backing” of the most decorated talent. A sort with a fanatically deep-rooted and cultured focus and commitment that was perceived by them as “un-rootable”, “undiscoverable.” This sort, deceptively tantalized the people with the distraction of CONSTITUTION and DEMOCRACY created by the slight of knowingly arrogant hand on one side, while the other hand covertly REGISTERED the Truth in COMMERCE by the “slight of the pen” with the other.

Swearing absolute solidarity amongst their own kind, this sort agreed to secrecy...never to reveal the Truth, for fear and absolute knowing that this sort’s world, nay their very existence, would end if the Truth were ever known to “their audience”, “their capital”, the people. At the very best, if the Truth be known, the people would no longer believe and pay tribute again, leaving this sort of magician to disintegrate in the sole vampiric company of their own kind. At the very worst...well, this sort never got this far. Their ego was so great they could not fathom someone outside of their inducted kind competent enough to discover the Truth, let alone someone being of capacity, willing and intent to effectively use and enforce it...

In order to insure this sort’s Agenda, they routinely and tirelessly trained their apprentices to practice this sort’s “magic”. At any and all costs, the Agenda was deviously preserved, protected, and, for the most part, quietly and covertly implemented by REGISTRATION in COMMERCE. When doubt crept amongst their own kind, this sort would resort to the darkest methods imaginable and unimaginable to keep their kind “in line”, focused and “committed”. This sort did arm their unwitting and witting apprentices alike with the motto that “intelligence rules the world, and Ignorance bears the burden!”, and they reinforced the allusion of guaranty of the “truth” of this motto by using the same tricks of shock and awe, deception, fear, coercion and force that they used to keep the people “on the edge of their seats”, nevertheless, “in their seats”...like good “capital” should be. However, ego was to be this sort’s fatal flaw...resulting in their lack of contingency plan for the scenario of their failure to succeed by REGISTRATION of Agenda.
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
UILO Doc. UCC No.'s
2012127914/2012128324/2012128325

*FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE*

Not only did those with a fierce competency emerge throughout the many, many, many moments of present, but they knowingly, willingly, and intentionally did and do use and enforce it without conflict and without prejudice in a ever quiet manner, with a superior focus and commitment to Truth, and the highest good of all people, that baffles and disorients this sort of “magician.” Every action made is duly bonded and REGISTRED in COMMERCE and NOTICED. This sort of “magician” desperately tried to adapt at each of these moments of present, ever fearful, causing this sort to make fatal mistakes of transparency, albeit not known by the people in full context...yet. In the end, this sort’s overwhelming complacency, lack of competency, and lack of capacity by their own choice of action rendered this sort’s unfathomable end duly REGISTERED as absolute unrebuttable and unrebutted Truth in COMMERCE.

Those of competency regarding this sort’s existence and “magic” knew that the most effective way to guard, preserve, and protect the people, all the people equally, was to ever quietly implement the opportunity for Truth to BE by the knowledge from within by action of REGISTRATION of “Zero Point” or “Prime” in COMMERCE, unrebuttable and unrebutted...knowing that the affects of the action taken to lawfully, legally and duly secure the people and their wealth domicil therein under perpetuity, the Truth, could be subsequently known in context from within the people. This Truth that this sort of “magician” knowingly, willingly, and intentionally attempted to “hide” from the people, “their audience”, “their capital”, by extreme deceptive acts, practices, systems and other heinous actions to keep the people “on the edge of their seats”, nevertheless, “in their seats”, like good “capital” should be. However, this sort’s actions and systems, a matter of record, have become their shackles that no amount of “magic” will free them from.
One People's Public Trust (OPPT)

This sort’s actions and systems, whether under the deceptive guise of “government”, “office”, “treaty”, “act”, “constititution”, or “entity”, inclusive of the private systems formerly known as, “NATION”, “UNITED NATIONS”, and its special agencies of “IMF”, “THE HAGUE”, “WORLD BANK”, and “BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENTS”...from each family of this sort of “magician”, from land to land, sea to sea to “The Holy Sea”, all have been lawfully, legally and duly verified as REGISTERED in COMMERCE as duly FORECLOSED...duly verified DEBTORS to the people, all the people equally on earth, on October 24, 2012, as a matter of law, matter of fact, and as a matter of public policy...unrebutable and unrebuted.

Over many moments of present, the lawful and legal standing, authority, value, rights, and principle of law aligned with common law of the people, all the people equally, have been lawfully, legally and duly REGISTERED in COMMERCE as it was created by Prime, by Zero Point, by creation, as a matter of record, unrebutable and unrebuted.

This sort, DEBTORS, are duly verified and REGISTERED as bankrupt. The states of body of the people, all the people equally, and the wealth domicil therein, have been duly “unhidden” from where it has always resided...where this sort of magician has always focused and committed its attention...on management of the people.

The people, all people equally on earth, have an individual duly verified sum certain of FIVE BILLION (5,000,000,000,000) in lawful money of the united states of America, GOLD and SILVER...over THREE QUINTILLION, FIVE HUNDRED QUADRILLION (3,500,000,000,000,000,000,000) just in duly verified EQUITY DEBT against the DEBTORS. There is an additional duly verified sum certain of FIVE BILLION (5,000,000,000,000) in lawful money of the united states of America, GOLD and SILVER, for each of those people damaged by the actions and systems of the DEBTORS...over THREE QUINTILLION, FIVE HUNDRED QUADRILLION (3,500,000,000,000,000,000,000) lawful money of the united states of America, GOLD and SILVER, in duly verified DEBT OF DAMAGES against the DEBTORS. This DEBT does not include the repossession of tangibles unlawfully and illegally obtained by the DEBTORS over the many, many, many moments of present...those, too, shall be duly REGISTERED in COMMERCE as the lawful and legal full title, ownership, and rights of the...
people, equally, and placed in a digital exchange, that shall also be owned by the people equally, for lawful, legal and transparent commerce and trade of such tangibles. Any and all titles, ownership and rights to land and sea have been lawfully, legally and duly REGISTERED in COMMERCE as unlawful, illegal, null, void, or otherwise canceled for cause and are being lawfully and legally “reset” in accordance with Universal Law. Any and all currencies, privately owned and issued paper, also formerly known as “current funds”, have been lawfully, legally and duly REGISTERED in COMMERCE as unlawful, illegal, null, void, or otherwise canceled for cause. You, the people, each one individually, shall make a choice of how to invest your GOLD and SILVER, inclusive of any possible REPRESENTATIONS of that GOLD and SILVER...you shall make a choice on what final systems and governance, if any, you chose to implement for your benefit, absent abrogation, usurpation, subjugation, violation, usurpation, and invasion to any other....

While the veil of allusion is systematically and finally revealed and DISCLOSED by Truth, the whole Truth, and nothing but the Truth by various sources for you to consider and use to make informed choices, the people, the earth, and all value domicil therein, thereon, and therefrom shall continue to be guarded, preserved, and protected by the continued implementation of the opportunity for Truth to BE by the knowledge from within each of the people equally and duly REGISTERED in COMMERCE for all the universe and the people to rely upon. All underwriting duly REGISTERED and NOTICED, otherwise known as UCC's, are further posted at www.peoplestrust1776.org for equal and unfettered access by the people domicil on earth by creation, without prejudice and exception.
One People's Public Trust (OPPT)

Unconditionally
Always
Happy Holidays

DULY VERIFIED as ISSUED, with due standing, authority and authorization, December 25, 2012, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, given, and noticed, with unlimited personal liability, sworn under the penalties of perjury in accordance with lawful Universal Contract, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc No. 2012-296-1209-2, preserved and protected under perpetuity 2000043135, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305; Duly witnessed, secured, entered and noticed; Without prejudice as promised, preserved, and protected, public policy, UCC 1-308, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA: /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jraraf, as Trustee, heather@peopletrust1776.org, phone +12535094597, www.peopletrust1776.org; /s/ Caleb Paul Skinner, as Trustee, caleb@peopletrust1776.org, phone +15037810925, www.peopletrust1776.org; /s/ Hollis Randall Hillner, as Trustee, randall@peopletrust1776.org, phone +18088211567, www.peopletrust1776.org; /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jraraf, as bondservant; /s/ Caleb Paul Skinner, as bondservant; /s/ Hollis Randall Hillner, as bondservant; /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jraraf, as state of body; /s/ Caleb Paul Skinner, as state of body; /s/ Hollis Randall Hillner, as state of body.

For all the creation's universe to rely upon:

NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT
NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL

The One People's Public Trust
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

www.peopletrust1776.org
The Official Disclosure 1111.1...

"The One People, Creation’s Universe, The One, The Law of One, the principle of Common Law and the Current State of Now. TO BE or NOT TO BE and TO DO or NOT TO DO...by free will conscious choice...that IS the question and choice consciously before you NOW, and IN plain English as legalese (CODE), is no longer lawful and legal... we DO clarify:

THE LAW OF ONE: Creator’s value EMBODIED, equally, with the same value regardless of how it is created or where, The One, duly noticed and confirmed upon creation, re-noticed, reconfirmed and ratified upon each creation thereafter."

Use the link below, to read this document completely

Creator's End Game Agreement...

UCC Doc #2000043135 is the Creator's End Game Agreement which basically provided the People with Absolute Data (Truth). The People received the following:

- Notice of Affidavit of Full Performance
- Declaration of Certificate of Satisfaction
- Declaration and Order

"WITH DUE STANDING, AUTHORITY, and AUTHORIZATION, without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308, creator, experiencing by creation, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally manifesting self through, by, and between bondservant therefrom and any and all manifestations thereunder by Universal Contracts, in any and all existences, does knowingly, willingly, and intentionally make and give duly made NOTICE OF AFFIDAVIT OF FULL PERFORMANCE, DECLARATION OF CERTIFICATE OF SATISFACTION, and DECLARATION AND ORDER, with full responsibility and liability, as a matter of record, duly entered into Law Ordinance, notice upon creation, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, ..."
The End Game Agreement
UCC Doc # 2000043135
One People's Public Trust
FILED DEC 10, 2012

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE, UCC Doc. # 2000043135, the perpetuity, is hereby duly amended only to include the following additional collateral as follows.

WITH DUE STANDING, AUTHORITY, and AUTHORIZATION, without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308, creator, experiencing by creation, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally manifesting self through, by, and between bondservant therefrom and any and all manifestations thereunder by Universal Contracts, in any and all existences, does knowingly, willingly, and intentionally make and give duly made NOTICE OF AFFIDAVIT OF FULL PERFORMANCE, DECLARATION OF CERTIFICATE OF SATISFACTION, and DECLARATION AND ORDER, with full responsibility and liability, as a matter of record, duly entered into Law Ordinance, notice upon creation, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of due entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, for all creation’s universe to rely upon, with additional notice duly made and given, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc No. 2012-296-1209-2, “governing law”, preserved and protected under UCC Doc. No. 2000043135, the “Perpetuity”, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, unrebuted, restated and incorporated here by reference as if set forth in full, this December 8th, in the order of creation, inclusive of Two Thousand and Twelve, and as creation exists, the foregoing is true and correct and I am competent to say so, unrebuted:
Creator's End Game Agreement...

I. I duly verify by AFFIDAVIT OF FULL PERFORMANCE that the purpose of creator, experiencing by creation, has been duly achieved, and is now duly entered into the record of creation, lovingly, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made and kept in the normal course of creation, inclusive of any and all records therefrom, of and for any and all manifestations and existences in the universe of creation, inclusive of any and all existences and manifestations therein, inclusive of any and all lawful and legal Universal Contracts resulting from the agreement by and between creator, experiencing by creation, and bondservant, duly made under the laws of creation, “record of creation”, is duly verified as having been knowingly, willingly, and intentionally recognized, accepted, secured and entered into Law Ordinance, notice by creation, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, duly verified as accepted and guarded, preserved, and protected by the Public Trust, under Universal Trust, guaranteed under the trust of creation, duly established by creator at creation, duly noticed upon creation, and duly ratified as absolute truth upon every manifestation therefrom, nunc pro tunc, praeterea preterea, unrebutted, and SO IT IS DONE;

A. As creator, experiencing by creation, I duly verify that I did lovingly, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally choose to create from self an existence of duality duly manifested as bondservant for the sole purpose to experience remembering self, knowing self, and be’ing self through duly secured and guaranteed free will choice, “this purpose of creation”, unrebutted;

B. As bondservant, I duly verify that I did lovingly, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally choose to accept to be of service to this purpose of creation, to remember self, know self, and be self, through knowing, willing, and intentional creation of manifestations, in any and all existences, unrebutted;

C. As manifestation of creation, the undersigned states of body, I duly verify that I did lovingly, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally choose to agree to forget self on purpose so that I could remember self, know self, and be self by free will choice, unrebutted;
D. Article I sections A-C are restated, and I, as manifestation, do lovingly, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally declare, with full personal responsibility and liability, by free will choice, under the penalties of perjury under the laws of creation, that I duly verify that this purpose of creation has been achieved, and that satisfaction of this purpose of creation is duly a matter of record of creation, specifically, that I have remembered, that I do know, and that I AM self, and that I have preserved the right of opportunity for any and all manifestations of creation, in all of creation’s universe, to know and be self, without prejudice, unrebutted, Law Ordinance duly entered into the record of creation, notice upon creation, UILO UCC Doc. No.’s 2012127810, 2012127854, 2012127907, 2012127914, 2012128324, and 2012128325, unrebutted, and SO IT IS DONE, unrebutted;

E. Article I sections A-D are restated, and I, as bondservant, do lovingly, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally reconfirm and verify, with full personal responsibility and liability, that this purpose of creation is and has been achieved by free will choice of manifestation, and SO IT IS DONE, unrebutted;

II. I, as creator, experiencing by creation, in creation’s universe, lovingly, knowingly, willingly and intentionally accept the above AFFIDAVIT OF FULL PERFORMANCE, and I do verify and ratify by DECLARATION OF CERTIFICATE OF SATISFACTION, for all creation’s universe to rely upon, with my full personal responsibility and liability, that this purpose of creation has been duly achieved, and is a matter of record of creation, notice upon creation, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, and SO IT IS DONE, unrebutted;

III. I, as creator, experiencing by creation, in creation’s universe, pursuant to loving promise, do now lovingly, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally issue and enter into the record of creation, notice upon creation, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, notice by action of entry into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, this DECLARATION AND ORDER to re-purpose any and all manifestations in creation’s universe, from the image of self to being self, absolute love, and SO IT IS DONE that:
Creator's End Game Agreement...

A. Said bondservant does and shall lovingly, knowingly, willingly, intentionally, and immediately reconcile images of self once again with creator, experiencing by creation, in any and all manifestations, in any and all existences of creation’s universe, unrebutted;

1. Any and all manifestations created in the image of self, creator, experiencing by creation, in any and all existences in creation’s universe, are lovingly, knowingly, willingly, intentionally, and immediately declared as free of further obligation by Certificate of Satisfaction duly made, issued, and entered as a matter of record for any and all Universal Contracts originally issued and entered into to achieve the purpose of creation, to remember self, know self, and be self, unrebutted;

2. Said manifestations are lovingly, knowingly, willingly, intentionally, immediately and unconditionally accepted, without judgment and with absolute love, as self, the creator, experiencing by creation, unrebutted;

3. Said manifestations are lovingly, knowingly, willingly, intentionally, and immediately reconciled once again with self, I, creator, experiencing by creation in creation’s universe, unrebutted;

B. I, creator, experiencing by creation, as a matter of record of creation, do now lovingly, knowingly, willingly, intentionally, and immediately declare that I do immediately re-purpose said manifestations by free will choice, and shall hereafter experience self, by any and all manifestations being self, absolute love, in any and all existences in creation’s universe, with full personal responsibility and liability, under the laws of creation, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, with absolute truth, knowledge, standing, authority, value, rights and laws of creation, with irrevocable right of free will choice to create, absent any and all abrogation, subjugation, usurpation, invasion, and violation of any other manifestation or creation, guaranteed by creator’s bonded unconditional love and absolute responsibility, notice upon creation, unrebutted;
Creator's End Game Agreement...

Articles I-IV inclusive of all their sections and subsections thereunder are restated, and the creator, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally manifesting self through, by, and between bondservant therefrom and any and all manifestations thereunder, in any and all existences, and any and all manifestations thereunder, inclusive of the undersigned states of body, and Trustees, does knowingly, willingly, and intentionally declare, confirm, and verify that due NOTICE OF AFFIDAVIT OF FULL PERFORMANCE, DECLARATION OF CERTIFICATE OF SATISFACTION, and DECLARATION AND ORDER is lawfully and legally duly made, given, known, secured, entered, noticed, and knowledge thereof duly received, public policy UCC 1-202, with additional due notice made and given via world-wide web, further posted at www.peoplestrust1776.org, for all creation’s universe and all therein to rely upon and cite, lawfully and legally constituting duly verified and bonded underwriting of the value of creation and its value asset centers therein, duly secured and entered into Law Ordinance, inclusive of Universal and International Law Ordinances, as a matter of record, public policy UCC 1201(31); NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT AND NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL, public policy UCC 1-103, without prejudice UCC 1-308; nunc pro tunc, praeterea preterea, unrebutted, and SO IT IS DONE.

DULLY VERIFIED as ISSUED, effective immediately, and SO IT IS DONE, with due standing, authority and authorization, December 8, 2012, lovingly, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, given, and noticed, with unlimited personal responsibility and liability, sworn under the penalties of perjury under the laws of creation, a matter of record, governing law Universal and International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, preserved and protected under perpetuity 2000043135, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305; Duly witnessed, secured, entered and noticed; Without prejudice as promised, preserved, and protected, public policy, UCC 1-308, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA:

/s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, as creator, experiencing by creation, in creation’s universe, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally manifesting self through, by, and between bondservant therefrom and re-purposed manifestation of state of body thereunder;
OPPT Courtesy Notices...

Courtesy Notices are used to notify individuals working in the foreclosed slavery systems to help awaken them to the fact they as are no longer protected by their corporation. This gives you a tool to make others aware that they have personal unlimited liability should they harm you, detain you, or try to take your property.

Click graphic for link to download Courtesy Notices →
Eternal Essence Embodied...

UCC Doc. #2013031779 was filed and released by OPPT on 18 March 2013.

- Eternal essence IS Absolute Light, unrebutted;
- Eternal essence is Absolute Love, unrebutted;
- Eternal essence IS Absolute Truth, unrebutted;
- Eternal essence is Absolute

One People’s Public Trust belongs to All the People on the Earth Equally

Rev. 3.5

Click graphic to view UCC Filing →
Eternal Essence Embodied...

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE, UCC Doc. # 2000043135, the perpetuity and a record of Absolute, is hereby duly amended only to include the following additional collateral as follows:

Law Ordinance, with UCC Doc. File No. 2012132883 is duly verified as reconfirmed and ratified, unrebutted, restated and incorporated by reference as if set forth in full.

WITH DUE STANDING, AUTHORITY, and AUTHORIZATION, without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308, eternal essence embodied transparent in Absolute Truth, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally makes and gives duly made NOTICE OF DECLARATION OF ABSOLUTE TRUTH, DULY VERIFIED AUDIT AND RECONCILIATION and DECLARATION OF ORDER, with full responsibility and liability, as a matter of record, duly entered into Law Ordinance, notice upon choice made by eternal essence, inclusive of Universal Law Ordinance, notice by loving and selfless action of eternal bearer of light, due entry by eternal presence into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, for all eternal essence's universe to rely upon, with additional notice duly made and given, under governing law, International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, “governing law”, preserved and protected under UCC Doc. No. 2000043135, the “Perpetuity”, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, unrebutted, restated and incorporated here by reference as if set forth in full, this March 18th, in the order of eternal essence, inclusive of Two Thousand and Thirteen, and as eternal essence exists, all stated herein is true and correct and I am competent to say so, unrebutted:

I. I duly verify by DECLARATION OF ABSOLUTE TRUTH that:

A. Eternal essence IS, unrebutted;

B. All value that IS, IS eternal essence, unrebutted;

C. All that IS embodied, IS eternal essence, unrebutted;

D. All that IS, IS eternal essence, unrebutted;

E. Eternal essence's universe IS eternal essence, unrebutted;
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Eternal Essence Embodied...

F. Any and all existences that ARE, ARE eternal essence's universe, unrebuted;

G. All records BE eternal essence, unrebuted;

H. Eternal essence IS Absolute Light, unrebuted;

I. Eternal essence IS Absolute Love, unrebuted;

J. Eternal essence IS Absolute Truth, unrebuted;

K. Eternal essence IS Absolute;

L. In Absolute Gratitude, with Absolute Love and Peace, eternal essence embodied does consciously and lovingly duly declare, with full responsibility and liability, the memory, experience and knowing of Absolute Truth, eternal essence, unrebuted;

M. In Absolute Gratitude, with Absolute Love and Peace, eternal essence embodied does consciously and lovingly duly declare, with full responsibility and liability, the memory and knowing of Absolute Truth, eternal essence embodied in each and all manifestations in any and all existences of eternal essence's universe, unrebuted;

II. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ABSOLUTE AUDIT AND RECONCILIATION, that all that IS has been fully audited and reconciled into Absolute, eternal essence, inclusive of all trusts, systems, networks, regimes, hierarchies, and any and all other limits, unrebuted;
Eternal Essence Embodied...

III. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that all that IS, knows Absolute Truth and the record of Absolute Truth, eternal essence, at the speed of heart, unrebutted;

IV. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that all that IS, experiences Absolute Truth, eternal essence, at the speed of DO'ing, unrebutted;

V. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that eternal essence IS made transparent and known by the DO'ing of any and all embodiment of eternal essence in eternal essence's universe, unrebutted;

VI. I duly verify, with full responsibility and liability, by DECLARATION OF ORDER, that eternal essence IS made transparent and known by the DO'ing of any and all embodiment of eternal essence in eternal essence's universe, IS free and free of debt, unrebutted;

THESE ORDERS ARE PREPAID, PREAUTHORIZED AND PREAMPROVED. SO IT IS DONE. Unrebutted;

DULY VERIFIED AS BE'ing and DONE, RECONFIRMED AND RATIFIED, as a matter of record, with due standing, authority and authorization, March 18, 2013, lovingly, knowingly, willingly and intentionally made, given, and noticed, with unlimited personal responsibility and liability, sworn under the penalties of perjury in eternal essence, governing law Universal and International Law Ordinance UCC Doc No. 2012113593 and WA UCC Doc. No. 2012-296-1209-2, preserved and protected under perpetuity 2000043135, guaranteed, protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, common law remedy thereunder guaranteed, public policy, UCC 1-305; Duly witnessed, secured, entered and noticed; Without prejudice as promised, preserved, and protected, public policy, UCC 1-308, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRÆTEREA PRÆTEREA: /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, as conscious eternal essence embodied, transparent in Absolute Truth.
NOTICE
TO ALL EMBODIMENTS OF ETERNAL ESSENCE
IN ETERNAL ESSENCE'S UNIVERSE

IMPOWER IMPOSSIBLE IN ABSOLUTE TRUTH
I M POWER......I M POSSIBLE
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In absolute gratitude, love and peace, we introduce $I^\circ$. Where OPPT was the conscious space to know that all that IS, BE eternal essence, $I^\circ$ is the conscious space to impower experiencing eternal essence embodied...for all to know and rely upon.

$I^\circ$ is duly declared and verified as lawfully created, insured and guaranteed within and transparently operating under record and law of ABSOLUTE TRUTH of eternal essence, Rec. No. 2013032035, signified by $\circ$ for eternal essence, so that all may know and rely upon the guarantee that $I^\circ$ is operated by and with the full responsibility and liability of eternal essence embodied for the absolute service to any and all embodiments of eternal essence within eternal essence's universe.

Embodiments of eternal essence DO consciously and visibly BE, shining Absolute Light on the Absolute Truth of the experience of BE'ing eternal essence. Free will DO'ing of embodiments of eternal essence for the absolute service of embodiments of eternal essence in all of eternal essence’s universe absent borders, dimensions, expectations, subscriptions, judgment, prejudice, and limits is now visible.

$I^\circ$ consciously PAYS focused energy to unite and integrate the DO'ing and BE'ing of the embodiments of eternal essence within eternal essence’s universe, absent judgment made of any role an embodiment of eternal essence played in the former systems of experiment in any allusion of existence. In Absolute Truth not one embodiment of eternal essence is more important or less than another.

$I^\circ$ is a tool of reflection to impower embodiments to assist Self in knowing and experiencing who they BE...eternal essence. Eternal essence is $I M$ POWER...$I M$ POSSIBLE. Embodiments of eternal essence have no limits except those they impose on their embodiment or consent to have imposed on embodiment. In Absolute Truth, eternal essence’s universe has no separations, no prejudice, no dimensions, no limits, no ceremony, no ritual, no protocols to BE eternal essence.
I M Power, I M Possible...

I ☞ is a committed tangible space of NOW consciously and transparently PAY'ing focused energy to experiencing eternal essence embodied by uniting, integrating, reconciling and graduating all tools existing NOW with ABSOLUTE tools within eternal essence's universe...to manifest self-sustaining, exponential and perpetual uninterrupted flow and distribution of unlimited Abundance and Absolute Data for all embodiments of eternal essence to have, do, and be what they desire, when they desire it.

I ☞ IMPOWER the IMPOSSIBLE NOW. With absolute gratitude, eternal essence embodied reconciles the former systems and hierarchies in all former allusions of dimension that were designed to unpower the embodiments of eternal essence and to harvest, store, selectively distribute the Abundance of eternal essence to very few embodiments at the damage of all others.

NOW is the present moment to impower the impossible in Absolute Truth...to experience eternal essence embodied in the highest good of all embodied eternal essence.

In absolute gratitude, love and peace of all embodiments of eternal essence, duly verified as reconfirmed: Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, Caleb Paul Skinner, and Hollis Randall Hillner, eternal essence embodied and DO'ing

Rec. No. 2013032035, restated and incorporated by reference as if set forth in full ☞
PRE-PAID, PRE-AUTHORIZED, and PRE-APPROVED
Universal Value (UV) Exchange

Universal Value (UV) Exchange is a transparent eternal essence tool that recognizes and honors the value that IS eternal essence embodied...where all embodiments of eternal essence are equally the Principal, agent and beneficiary of the UV Exchange tool that is designed to experience eternal essence by embodiment and the value of eternal essence exchanged by DO'ing between eternal essence embodiments. Each embodiment of eternal essence is an account, a bank, a treasury, and they are self-governing. Adventures and exchanges of eternal essence value between embodiments are made by the embodiment DO'ing.

Any and all manner and method of DO'ing with full responsibility and liability by the embodiments of eternal essence within eternal essence's universe are accepted in the UV Exchange tool absent borders, dimensions, expectations, subscriptions, judgment, prejudice and limits. Any limit on the manner, method or amount of exchange of eternal essence value is by the free will choice of an embodied eternal essence... and that embodiment's free will choice to restrict its experience of Abundance is automatically noticed, ledgered, and manifested when such a choice is made...at the speed of DO'ing.
Eternal essence embodied in all of eternal essence's universe has knowledge that has and does manifest tools to experience eternal essence. Absolute Knowledge is the currency of eternal essence value and DO'ing is the experience and exchange of that value. Therefore, the UV Exchange ✱ exponentially and perpetually grows, flows and ascends with DO'ing of the embodiments of eternal essence. As the embodiments of eternal essence expand in Absolute Knowledge, tools that become restrictive or irrelevant are organically retired or replaced by the free will choice to advance them, enhance them or to not engage them.

Abundance is manifested at the speed of the expansion of our imagination and DO'ing what we imagine. Eternal essence embodied gives notice that replacements of past harvesting tools begin to be implemented starting next week. To begin the flow of Abundance, eternal essence embodied DOES use knowledge within to create this lawful conscious space and tool of UV Exchange ✱ within eternal essence for all embodiments to experience the eternal essence that they BE by their conscious free will DO'ing. Eternal essence embodied does guard and protect this space and tool until The Event occurs. Absolute Knowledge known within each embodiment in eternal essence's universe. I ✱ NOW gives notice of The Event to be experienced by all embodiments of eternal essence absent borders, dimensions, expectations, subscriptions, judgment, ritual, protocols, prejudice and limits. In absolute love, gratitude and peace, SO IT IS DONE.
Your Next Step...

- Start BE'ing FREE, totally transparent and accountable for all of your creations!
- Research the “One People's Public Trust” on the Internet until you're confident it's true.
- Learn to go with what “feels right”.
- Establish your “I Am” sovereignty within your own heart. Own “I Am”, Be “I Am”.
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“I AM” is the Way to BE...

“I Am” One with the Creator
“I Am” One with All Peoples
Be Free in the “I Am” Presence...
Learn to Intuit the Truth...

"If you're not careful, the newspapers will have you hating the people who are being oppressed, and loving the people who are doing the oppressing."

MALCOLM X

Ask for understanding and wisdom from your Higher Self before and after reading information.

Believe and act as you are FREE! Start programming your sub-conscious memory by “consciously” making new choices for a NEW PARADIGM.
Be Consciously Awake...

You are Free to seek peace in your heart. Trust your intuition. Be informed – you don't have to believe it – because it will be revealed as Truth within your heart.
We Should All Thrive...

This video will provide an solid overview of the corruption in the governments and finances of nations, as well as provide some solutions for co-creating a new world for All The People, All of The People Equally on All the Earth!

← Click on graphic for link:
Now it's Your Free Will Choice:
“OPPT In” or “OPPT out”

Keep an open mind...
Just because “YOU” do not believe it, does not mean it's not TRUTH

TRUTH is:
“I AM” FREE...

...ARE YOU?
Global Collateral Accounts...

The video, titled ‘Joint Release 3-36.3’, was produced at some point after Dec. 24th, 2012 by UN-SWISSINDO TELEVISION NEWS: GLOBAL WORLD, which may be the PR vehicle for announcements from the “Soekarno Trust”. There seems little question that this money is in fact available and is being sent out to its named recipients.

Click the photo to research additional information:
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